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We formulate the exact, resultant equilibrium conditions for the non-linear theory of branching and self-intersecting
shells. The conditions are derived by performing direct through-the-thickness integration in the global equilibrium condi-
tions of continuum mechanics. At each regular internal and boundary point of the base surface our exact, local equilibrium
equations and dynamic boundary conditions are equivalent, as expected, to the ones known in the literature. As the new
equilibrium relations we derive the exact, resultant dynamic continuity conditions along the singular surface curve mod-
elling the branching and self-intersection as well as the dynamic conditions at singular points of the surface boundary. All
the results do not depend on the size of shell thicknesses, internal through-the-thickness shell structure, material properties,
and are valid for an arbitrary deformation of the shell material elements.
 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Most two-dimensional (2D) models of regular shells known in the literature, such as the Kirchhoﬀ–Love
model or the Timoshenko–Reissner model, are formulated using various kinematic constraints on the 3D
deformation of the shell material elements. In such shell models the 2D virtual work principle is usually
applied to derive approximate equilibrium conditions formulated on the shell base surface.
Reissner (1974, 1982) noted that the non-linear theory of regular shells can be better formulated starting
from the resultant 2D equilibrium equations, which can be derived exactly by direct through-the-thickness
integration of the 3D equilibrium equations of continuum mechanics. The corresponding 2D shell kinematics
of the base surface can then be uniquely established as an energetically exact dual structure from the virtual
work identity. As a result, the gross deformation of a shell cross section is characterised by a translation vector
and a rotation tensor that vary on the base surface. The two ﬁelds are the only primary variables of the0020-7683/$ - see front matter  2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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ular shells, formulated with regard to a non-material weighted surface of mass taken as the shell base surface,
was developed by Libai and Simmonds (1983, 1998) and Simmonds (1984), and with regard to a material sur-
face arbitrary located within the shell-like body by Makowski and Stumpf (1990), Chro´s´cielewski et al. (1992),
Pietraszkiewicz (2001a) and Pietraszkiewicz et al. (2005). For this general shell model eﬃcient ﬁnite element
algorithms were developed and many numerical examples of equilibrium, stability, and dynamics of regular
and complex shell structures were presented by Chro´s´cielewski et al. (1992, 1997) and Chro´s´cielewski et al.
(2002, 2004).
Many real shell structures contain irregular shell geometry, material properties, loadings, deformations,
and/or boundary conditions. The six-ﬁeld non-linear theory of irregular shell structures was initiated by
Makowski and Stumpf (1994) and developed by Chro´s´cielewski et al. (1997), Pietraszkiewicz (2001a), and
Chro´s´cielewski et al. (2004). In those works it was assumed that the region of shell irregularity (e.g., branch-
ing, self-intersection, stiﬀening, technological junction, etc.) is small as compared with other shell dimensions
and its size can be ignored in deriving the resultant 2D equilibrium conditions. However, such an assumption
brings an undeﬁnable error into the resultant dynamic continuity conditions formulated along the singular
surface curves modelling the irregularity regions. Therefore, such conditions cannot be regarded as exact
implications of 3D equilibrium conditions of continuum mechanics.
In this paper we derive the exact, resultant equilibrium conditions for two important classes of irregular
shell structures: the branching shell and the self-intersecting shell. The base surfaces of the irregular shells con-
sist of three and four, respectively, regular material surfaces arbitrary located in the shell space which are
joined along the common singular surface curve modelling the junction. The 2D equilibrium conditions are
formulated at the base surface by performing direct through-the-thickness integration in the 3D global equi-
librium conditions of continuum mechanics. Our through-the-thickness integration procedure is exact and
takes into account real dimensions and geometry of the regions of shell branching and self-intersection.
The three regular parts of the branching shell structure are ﬁrst extended into the junction region up to the
singular curve. By this extension some ﬁctitious tractions become applied on four surface strips located at the
junction. There are also two tubes within the junction region where the through-the-thickness integration is
performed twice. In order to compensate the surplus of forces and couples on the base surface following from
the ﬁctitious tractions and the double integration, some statically equivalent system of forces and couples has
to be subtracted along the singular curve. As a result of appropriate transformations, our local, resultant equi-
librium conditions for the branching shell structure become exact implications of the global equilibrium con-
ditions of continuum mechanics. The self-intersecting shell is treated in the same way as the branching shell,
only in the former case we have four regular shell parts rigidly connected together at the common junction.
At each regular internal and boundary point of the base surface our exact, local equilibrium equations (30)
and dynamic boundary conditions (31) are equivalent, as expected, to the ones given ﬁrst by Libai and Sim-
monds (1983). Other two local equilibrium relations – the exact, resultant dynamic continuity conditions (32)
along the singular curve and the exact, resultant dynamic boundary conditions (33) at the singular boundary
points – are new. They complete the set of resultant equilibrium conditions necessary to appropriately formulate
the boundary value problem of the general, six-ﬁeld theory of branching and self-intersecting shell structures.
Necessary formulae allowing one to express diﬀerential volume and surface elements outside the base sur-
face through the corresponding surface elements of the base surface and linear elements of the singular surface
curve are given in Appendix. The relations take into account that the rectilinear transverse co-ordinate mea-
suring distance from the base surface may not, in general, be normal to the surface.
2. Notation and preliminary relations
The system of notation used here follows that of Chro´s´cielewski et al. (2004) and Libai and Simmonds
(1998).
A shell is a 3D solid body identiﬁed in a reference (undeformed) placement with a region B of the physical
space E having the 3D vector space E as its translation space. The shell boundary oB consists of three sepa-
rable parts: the upper M+ and lower M shell faces, and the lateral boundary surface oB* such that
oB =M+ [M [ oB*, M+ \M = ;.
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xðx; nÞ ¼ xðxÞ þ ntðxÞ: ð1ÞHere x(x) = x(x,0) is the position vector of a point x of some reference base surfaceM arbitrarily located in B,
n 2 [h(x), h+(x)] is the distance along n from M with h = h + h+ > 0 the initial shell thickness measured
along n, and t(x) is the unit vector of the rectilinear co-ordinate line n not necessarily normal to M. Such a
skew transverse co-ordinate n allows one to apply the exact through-the-thickness integration also in case
of folded shells or when two shells do not intersect orthogonally, for example. The form (1) requires that
the lateral boundary surface oB* be a rectilinear surface, see Fig. 1.
The position vector y = v(x) of the shell in the deformed placement B ¼ vðBÞ can formally be represented
byyðx; nÞ ¼ yðxÞ þ fðx; nÞ; fðx; 0Þ ¼ 0; ð2Þ
where y = v(x) is the position vector of the deformed base surface M ¼ vðMÞ, which is a material surface dur-
ing the deformation process, and f is a deviation of y 2 B from the deformed base surface M , see Fig. 1.
Let P  B be an arbitrary part of the shell B with a boundary consisting of three separable parts:
oP = P+ [ P [ oP*, where P± M± and oP*  oB*. Then in the referential description the 3D global equi-
librium conditions of P expressing the vanishing of the total force vector F(P) and the total torque vector
To(P) taken relative to an arbitrary point o 2 E of all forces acting on P areFðP Þ ¼
Z Z Z
P
f dvþ
Z Z
oPnoBf
tn daþ
Z Z
oP\oBf
t da ¼ 0;
ToðP Þ ¼
Z Z Z
P
y f dvþ
Z Z
oPnoBf
y tn daþ
Z Z
oP\oBf
y t da ¼ 0:
ð3ÞIn (3), oBf is that part of oB on which the traction vector ﬁeld t*(x) is prescribed, f(x) is the volume force vector
ﬁeld, and tn(x) is the contact force vector ﬁeld. In shell theory it is usually assumed that the traction t* is pre-
scribed on both shell faces M± and on a part oBf of the lateral boundary surface oB*, Fig. 1.
If (1) and (2) are introduced into (3) one can perform an exact through-the-thickness integration with
regard to the co-ordinate n. The global equilibrium conditions (3) can then be expressed through the resultant
ﬁelds deﬁned entirely on the reference base surface M. Such a resultant form of the conditions is appropriate
for the 2D theory of shells. In case of a regular shell, such an exact reduction procedure with regard to a non-
material weighted surface of mass was ﬁrst suggested by Libai and Simmonds (1983), and with regard to a
material base surface by Makowski and Stumpf (1990). In what follows we perform such an exact reduction
of the equilibrium conditions (3) with regard to the material base surface in case of branching and self-inter-
secting shells.Fig. 1. Geometry of 3D shell-like body in the reference and deformed placements.
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Let the reference shell B consist of three regular parts Bk, k = 1,2,3, rigidly connected together along the
common junction, see Fig. 2(a). We assume that two regular parts B1 and B2 form together a regular shell
B1 [ B2 which lower face M1 [M2 is a regular surface, Fig. 2(a). It is also assumed that the traction t* can
be prescribed, in general, on the upper M+ and lower M shell faces as well as on the part oBf of the lateral
boundary surface oB*. The reference base surfaceM of B can always be chosen to be located arbitrarily within
the shell space and to consist of three regular surfacesMk connected together along the common surface curve
C = oM1 \ oM2 \ oM3, as in Fig. 2(b). This means that each of Bk has to be treated as being extended into the
junction region so that C should belong to the corresponding parts of each lateral boundary surface oBk along
the junction.
Cutting oﬀ an arbitrary part P of B containing the junction, let us discuss the exact reduction of its global
equilibrium conditions (3) to the statically equivalent conditions written on the part of the reference base sur-
face P M, where the shell parts Pk are represented by their corresponding images Pk and C, see Fig. 2.
Extending each of the parts Pk into the junction region it is implicitly assumed that some ﬁctitious tractions
t* are applied also on the shaded surface strips Pþ1d , P
þ
2d , P
þ
3d , P

3d at the junction region in Fig. 3. Then by
through-the-thickness integration, the volume forces f(x) as well as the tractions tn(x) and t*(x) acting in each
Pk are reduced to an equivalent system of forces and couples applied on the base surface P M. During the
procedure there are two tubes P1d and P2d where the integration is performed twice: once when reducing the
volume forces f(x) given in P1, P2 and the tractions tn or t* acting on oP1d and oP2d at xi and xe to their resul-
tant forces and couples applied on P1, P2, respectively, and the second time when reducing f(x) given in P3
and tn or t* acting on oP1d and oP2d at xi and xe to their equivalent forces and couples applied on P3. In order
to compensate the surplus of forces and couples following from the ﬁctitious tractions and the double integra-
tion, we have to subtract some forces and couples applied along C which are statically equivalent to those
additionally introduced loads.
After performing integration with regard to n, the total force vector F1(P1) deﬁned in (3)1 of all spatial
forces acting in P1 and on oP1 is given byF1ðP1Þ ¼
Z Z
P1
f 1 da1 þ
Z
oP1noMf
n1m dsþ
Z
oP1\oMf
n1 ds
Z
C
f 1C ds; ð4Þwheref 1 ¼
Z þhþ
1
h
1
f1l1 dn1 þ aþ1 tþ1  a1 t1 ;
n1m ¼
Z þhþ
1
h
1
a1t1n dn1; n

1 ¼
Z þhþ
1
h
1
a1t

1 dn1;
ð5ÞFig. 2. The branching shell structure: (a) the 3D shell, and (b) the corresponding 2D base surface.
Fig. 3. Part of the branching shell: surface strips with ﬁctitious forces and tubes of double integration.
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
1 denoting the tractions prescribed on P
þ
1 and P

1 , respectively, and n1 the transverse co-ordi-
nate of P1.
The minus sign in front of a1 t

1 in (5)1 conventionally indicates that the traction t

1 acts on the surface M

1
which outward orientation is opposite to the one of Mþ1 , see (A.10).
The correcting force f1C subtracted in (4) takes into account the ﬁctitious traction t
þ
1 applied on P
þ
1d and
included in deﬁnition (5)1 of f1. The area element of P
þ
1d is da
þ
1 ¼ aþ1 da1, according to (A.12)1, where da1 is the
area element ofP1. However, when extending P1 into the branching region the extended part ofP1 can always
be chosen to coincide with the lateral boundary surface oP3. Therefore, da1 may also be interpreted here as the
area element da3 of oP

3 along the curve C. According to (A.14)1, da

3 ¼ a3 dn3 ds and thereforeZ Z
Pþ
1d
tþ1 da
þ
1 ¼
Z
C
f 1C ds; f 1C ¼
Z þhþ
3
0
aþ1 a

3t
þ
1 dn3: ð6ÞIn exactly the same way we can calculate the total force vector F2(P2) of all spatial forces acting on P2.
The result is expressed through the ﬁelds deﬁned on P2 and oP2 in complete analogy to those given in (5)
and (6):F2ðP2Þ ¼
Z Z
P2
f 2 da2 þ
Z
oP2noMf
n2m dsþ
Z
oP2\oMf
n2 ds
Z
C
f 2C ds; ð7Þwheref 2 ¼
Z þhþ
2
h
2
f2l2 dn2 þ aþ2 tþ2  a2 t2 ;
n2m ¼
Z þhþ
2
h
2
a2t2n dn2; n

2 ¼
Z þhþ
2
h
2
a2t

2 dn2;
f 2C ¼
Z 0
h
3
aþ2 a

3t
þ
2 dn3:
ð8ÞThe total force vector F3(P3) is calculated by direct integration in (3)1 with regard to n3 leading toF3ðP3Þ ¼
Z Z
P3
f 3 da3 þ
Z
oP3noMf
n3m dsþ
Z
oP3\oMf
n3 ds
Z
C
f 3C ds ðn3e  n3iÞ; ð9Þ
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Z þhþ
3
h3
f3l3 dn3 þ aþ3 tþ3  a3 t3 ;
n3m ¼
Z þhþ
3
h
3
a3t3n dn3; n

3 ¼
Z þhþ
3
h
3
a3t

3 dn3:
ð10ÞThe correcting force f3C in (9) should again take into account ﬁctitious tractions t

3 applied on P

3d and
included in deﬁnition (10)1 of f3. The area elements ofP

3d are da

3 ¼ a3 da3, according to (A.12)1. When trans-
forming the elementary traction tþ3 da
þ
3 the area element da3 may be changed into da

1 ¼ a1 dn1 ds of oP 1 along
C. Similarly, when transforming t3 da3 the area element da3 may be changed into da2 ¼ a2 dn2 ds of oP 2
along C.
The ﬁrst term in deﬁnition (10)1 of f3 also includes the volume force ﬁeld f3 applied within the tubes P1d and
P2d. These volume forces have already been taken into account in deﬁnitions (5)1 of f1 and (8)1 of f2, respec-
tively. In order to correct the result of the double integration, we have to subtract an equivalent force resultant
ﬁeld by including it into deﬁnition of f3C acting along C. Since in P1d, according to (A.3)1, the elementary vol-
ume force is f3dv3 = f3l3dn3da3 and da3 can be changed into da1 ¼ a1 dn1 ds, we can integrate f3dv3 over the
surface oP1d. Similarly, since in P2d the elementary volume force is again f3dv3 = f3l3dn3da3 but now da3 can
be changed into da2 ¼ a2 dn2 ds, we can integrate f3dv3 over the surface oP2d.
As a result of all those transformations we obtainZ Z
Pþ
3d
tþ3 da
þ
3 
Z Z
P
3d
t3 da

3 þ
Z Z Z
P1d
f3 dv3 þ
Z Z Z
P 2d
f3 dv3 ¼
Z
C
f 3C ds;
f 3C ¼
Z þhþ
1
0
aþ3 a

1t
þ
3 dn1 
Z þhþ
2
0
a3 a

2t

3 dn2
þ
Z þhþ
1
0
Z þhþ
3
0
f3l3 dn3
 !
a1 dn1 þ
Z þhþ
2
0
Z 0
h
3
f3l3 dn3
 !
a2 dn2:
ð11ÞWhen reducing the elementary tractions t3n da3 or t

3 da

3 acting on oP

3 n oBf or oP 3 \ oBf to the resultant
boundary forces n3m or n

3 acting on oP3noMf or oP3 \ oMf, respectively, we note that the tractions acting
on the boundaries oP1d and oP2d at xi have already been taken into account in the expressions (4) and (7).
In order to correct the result of the double integration in (9), we have to subtract in (9) some statically equiv-
alent concentrated forces n3i or n

3i acting at the initial point xi of C and deﬁned byn3i ¼
Z Z
ðoP 1d[oP 2d ÞnoBf
t3n da3; n

3i ¼
Z Z
ðoP 1d[oP 2d Þ\oBf
t3 da

3: ð12ÞIn exactly the same way we can deﬁne the statically equivalent concentrated forces n3e or n

3e acting at the
end point xe of C. The second minus sign in front of ni in (9) conventionally indicates that the boundaries oP1d
and oP2d at xi have opposite orientations than the orientation of C. Similar boundaries at xe have the same
orientations as the one of C.
Summing up the results for F1, F2, F3 we can writeFðPÞ ¼
Z Z
PnC
f daþ
Z
oPnoMf
nmdsþ
Z
oMf
n ds
Z
C
f C ds ðne  niÞ: ð13ÞIn (13) the resultant surface forces f, the surface stress resultants nm, the resultant boundary forces n*, and
the compensating curvilinear force resultants fC follow from all three parts of P, while the concentrated forces
ni, ne follow only from integration over oP1d and oP2d taken into account in F3(P3).
The total torque vector To(P) relative to o 2 E of all spatial forces acting on P can again be calculated by
direct integration in (3)2 with regard to n. The procedure is exactly the same as in (4)–(13), only when calcu-
lating the surface couples one has to introduce the following exact representations (2) for the 3D position vec-
tor in the deformed placement relative to the deformed base surface v(M):
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In the tubes P1d and P2d the compensating couples should be reduced relative to points of the deformed
singular curve v(C), and the position vectors in the deformed placement should be taken in the following exact
form:y ¼ yC þ fC; yþ ¼ yC þ fþC ; y ¼ yC þ fC : ð15Þ
After performing integration with regard to n1, the total torque vector To1(P1) deﬁned in (3)2 of all spatial
forces acting in P1 and on oP1 is given byTo1ðP1Þ ¼
Z Z
P1
ðc1 þ y1  f 1Þda1 þ
Z
oP1noMf
ðm1m þ y1  n1mÞdsþ
Z
oP1\oMf
ðm1 þ y1  n1Þds

Z
C
ðc1C þ yC  f 1CÞds; ð16Þwhere nowc1 ¼
Z þhþ
1
h
1
f1  f1l1 dn1 þ aþ1 fþ1  tþ1  a1 f1  t1 ;
m1m ¼
Z þhþ
1
h
1
a1f1  t1n dn1; m1 ¼
Z þhþ
1
h
1
a1f1  t1 dn1;
c1C ¼
Z þhþ
3
0
aþ1 a

3f
þ
1C  tþ1 dn3:
ð17ÞIn exactly the same way we can calculate the total torque vector To2(P2) of all spatial forces acting in P2
and on oP2, and the result isTo2ðP2Þ ¼
Z Z
P2
ðc2 þ y2  f 2Þda2 þ
Z
oP2noMf
ðm2m þ y2  n2mÞdsþ
Z
oP2\oMf
ðm2 þ y2  n2Þds

Z
C
ðc2C þ yC  f 2CÞds; ð18Þwhere c2, m2m, m

2, c2C are deﬁned in complete analogy to the ﬁelds (17).
Finally, the total torque vector To3(P3) of all spatial forces acting in P3 and on oP3 readsTo3ðP3Þ ¼
Z Z
P3
ðc3 þ y3  f 3Þda3 þ
Z
oP3noMf
ðm3m þ y3  n3mÞdsþ
Z
oP3\oMf
ðm3 þ y3  n3Þds

Z
C
ðc3C þ yC  f 3CÞds fðm3e þ yCe  n3eÞ  ðm3i þ yCi  n3iÞg; ð19Þwhere all 2D and 1D ﬁelds are deﬁned analogously to (17), and the compensating couples are deﬁned in anal-
ogy to (11)2 byc3C ¼
Z þhþ
1
0
aþ3 a

1f
þ
3C  tþ3 dn1 
Z þhþ
2
0
a3 a

2f
þ
3C  t3 dn2
þ
Z þhþ
1
0
Z þhþ
3
0
fC  f3l3 dn3
 !
a1 dn1 þ
Z þhþ
2
0
Z 0
h
3
fC  f3l3 dn3
 !
a2 dn2;
m3i ¼
Z Z
ðoP 1d[oP 2d ÞnoBf
fC  t3n da3; ð20Þwith similar apparent deﬁnitions for m3i, m3e, and m

3e.
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the total torque vector To(P) of the branched shell expressed only by the ﬁelds deﬁned on an arbitrary part P
of the base surfaceToðPÞ ¼
Z Z
PnC
ðcþ y f Þdaþ
Z
oPnoMf
ðmm þ y nmÞdsþ
Z
oMf
ðm þ y nÞds

Z
C
ðcC þ yC  f CÞds fðme þ yCe  neÞ  ðmi þ yCi  niÞg: ð21ÞAgain, in (21) the resultant surface couples c, the resultant stress couples mm, the resultant boundary
couples m*, and the compensating curvilinear couple resultants cC follow from all three parts of P, while
the concentrated couples mi, me follow only from integration over oP1d and oP2d taken into account in
To3(P3).
The relations (13) and (21) are exact 2D static equivalents of F(P) and To(P) appearing in the 3D
global equilibrium conditions (3) for an arbitrary part P of the branching shell B treated as a 3D solid
body.
4. Transformations
The global equilibrium conditions (3), with the total force and torque vectors expressed through the surface
ﬁelds by (13) and (21), should now be appropriately transformed.
Let the surface point x 2M be a regular point of oM. Then by the surface Cauchy theorem there exist the
surface stress resultant tensor N(x) 2 E  TxM and the surface stress couple tensor M(x) 2 E  TxM, both of
the 1st Piola–Kirchhoﬀ type, such thatnm ¼ Nm; mm ¼Mm; ð22Þ
where TxM is the 2D vector space tangent toM at x 2M, and m 2 TxM is the unit vector externally normal to
oM.
For any tensor ﬁeld S 2 F  TxM, where F denotes a vector space, the generalized divergence theorem at
the piecewise smooth surface M, consisting of n regular surface elements Mk joined along the common junc-
tion represented by the stationary singular curve C, has the form (Chro´s´cielewski et al., 2004, see formula
1.4.39)Z Z
MnC
DivS da ¼
Z
oM
Smdsþ
Z
C
½Smds: ð23ÞHere Div is the surface divergence operator onM deﬁned intrinsically by Gurtin and Murdoch (1975), and the
jump at each regular point of C is deﬁned by½Sm ¼
Xn
k¼1
Skmk; ð24Þwhere Sk is the one-sided ﬁnite limit of S when the respective boundary oMk coinciding with C is approached,
and mk 2 TxMk is the unit vector externally normal to oMk.
In particular, if we apply (23) to some terms present in (13) and (21) we obtainZ
oP
Nmds ¼
Z Z
PnC
DivN da
Z
C
½Nmds;Z
oP
Mmds ¼
Z Z
PnC
DivM da
Z
C
½Mmds;Z
oP
yNmds ¼
Z Z
PnC
faxðNFT  FNTÞ þ y ðDivNÞgda
Z
C
½yNmds;
ð25Þwhere ax(Æ) means the axial vector of the skew tensor (Æ), F = $y 2 E  TxM is the shell deformation gradient
with $ the surface gradient operator on M, and for the branching shell discussed here
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X3
k¼1
N kmk; ½Mm ¼
X3
k¼1
Mkmk;
½yNm ¼
X3
k¼1
yk N kmk:
ð26ÞNote that the second terms of (13) and (21) are integrated along oPnoMf, while in the left-hand sides of (25)
there are integrations over the full boundary oP. In order to apply (25), one has to insert into (13) and (21) ±
integrals over oP \ oMf with the same integrands as in the second terms of (13) and (21), respectively. Then
these additional integrals with + sign complete the second terms of (13) and (21) into the integrals over the full
oP, while the integrals with  sign can be combined with the respective third integrals of (13) and (21). This
allows one to use the generalized divergence theorems (25) to all terms integrated over oP in (13) and (21).
Finally, note that the last two terms of (13) and (21) are just some concentrated loads applied at the both
ends of the singular curve C. Thus, we can equivalently represent them by the following curvilinear integrals
over some distributed loads along C:ne  ni ¼
Z
C
n0 ds;
ðme þ yCe  neÞ  ðmi þ yCi  niÞ ¼
Z
C
ðm0 þ y0C  nþ yC  n0Þds:
ð27ÞAs a result of all transformations suggested above the global equilibrium conditions (13) and (21) for the
branching shell take the formsFðPÞ ¼
Z Z
PnC
ðDivN þ f Þdaþ
Z
oMf
ðn NmÞds

Z
P\C
ðn0 þ ½Nm þ f CÞds ¼ 0; ð28Þ
ToðPÞ ¼
Z Z
PnC
fDivM þ axðNFT  FNTÞ þ cþ y ðDivN þ f Þgda
þ
Z
oMf
fðm MmÞ þ y ðn NmÞgds

Z
C
fm0 þ y0C  nþ ½Mm þ cC þ yC  ðn0 þ ½Nm þ f CÞgds ¼ 0: ð29ÞThe relations (28) and (29) are again the exact static equivalents of the 3D global equilibrium conditions (3).
However, now F(P) and To(P) are expressed through the surface and curvilinear resultant ﬁelds referred to an
arbitrary part P of the reference base surface M, which corresponds to an arbitrary part P of the reference
shell B treated as a 3D solid body.
5. Local dynamic conditions
Vanishing of the total force in (28) and the total torque in (29) requires that the following local dynamic
conditions be satisﬁed:
the equilibrium equationsDivN þ f ¼ 0; DivM þ axðNFT  FNTÞ þ c ¼ 0 ð30Þ
at each regular point x 2MnC,
the dynamic boundary conditionsn Nm ¼ 0; m Mm ¼ 0 ð31Þ
at each regular point x 2 oMf, and
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at each regular point x 2 C.
Additionally, the dynamic boundary conditionsni  ni ¼ 0; mi mi ¼ 0 at xi 2 C \ oMf ;
ne  ne ¼ 0; me me ¼ 0 at xe 2 C \ oMf ;
ð33Þhave implicitly been used in (27) to account for the statically equivalent loads n and m applied along C.
The local relations (30) and (31) are equivalent, as one would expect, to the exact, resultant equilibrium
equations and dynamic boundary conditions of the general non-linear theory of regular shells given, for exam-
ple, in Libai and Simmonds (1983, 1998), Simmonds (1984), Makowski and Stumpf (1990), Pietraszkiewicz
(2001a), Chro´s´cielewski et al. (2004) and Eremeyev and Pietraszkiewicz (2004).
The dynamic continuity conditions (32) and (33) are the new exact, resultant relations that have to be sat-
isﬁed along the singular curve C modelling the shell branching. They generalize two diﬀerent forms of jump
conditions proposed by Makowski et al. (1999) and Pietraszkiewicz (2001b) for two alternative formulations
of the Kirchhoﬀ–Love type non-linear theory of thin irregular shells. The conditions (32) complete by the cor-
recting terms n, m, fC and cC the dynamic continuity conditions discussed in Makowski and Stumpf (1994),
Chro´s´cielewski et al. (1997) and Pietraszkiewicz (2001a), and make exact somewhat similar relations along
C derived by Chro´s´cielewski et al. (2004) using an alternative approximate procedure.
The conditions (32) are the ordinary diﬀerential equations along C which diﬀer from the equilibrium equa-
tions of rods by the jump terms describing interactions between regular shell parts along the junction.
6. Self-intersecting shell
Let the shell B consist of two regular shell elements intersecting each other, see Fig. 4(a). Alternatively, we
can think of the self-intersecting shell as consisting of four regular branches Bk, k = 1,2,3,4, rigidly connected
along the common junction. The reference base surface M of B consists now of four regular surfaces Mk rig-
idly connected along the common singular curve C = oM1 \ oM2 \ oM3 \ oM4, as in Fig. 4(b).
Cutting oﬀ an arbitrary part P of B containing the junction, we can discuss again the exact reduction of the
global equilibrium conditions (3) of P in the way discussed in Sections 3–5, only now we have additionally to
take into account the existence of the fourth branch P4, see Fig. 5. Thus, additionally to the shaded surface
stripsPþ1d ,P
þ
2d ,P

3d ,P
þ
3d in Fig. 3, there appear other shaded surface stripsP

1d ,P

2d ,P

4d ,P
þ
4d in Fig. 5 on which
some ﬁctitious tractions are applied. There are now two enlarged tubes P1d and P2dwith enlarged ends oP1d and
oP2d at xi and xe, where the integration is performed twice. Therefore, in order to compensate the surplus of
forces and couples following from the ﬁctitious tractions and the double integration, we have to subtract again
some forces and couples along C which are statically equivalent to the additionally introduced loads.Fig. 4. The self-intersecting shell structure: (a) the 3D shell, and (b) the corresponding 2D base surface.
Fig. 5. Part of the self-intersecting shell: additional surface strips with ﬁctitious forces and regions of double integration.
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shell become here formally exactly the same as those given in Section 3 for the branching shell. However, some
deﬁnitions of the correcting forces and couples applied along C have to be reﬁned here as a result of existence
of the additional part P4.
Note that the area element of P1d is da

1 ¼ a1 da1, where da1 can now be changed into da4 ¼ a4 dn4 ds.
Therefore, the relations (6) for f1C and (17)3 for c1C have to be reﬁned now intoZ Z
Pþ
1d
tþ1 da
þ
1 
Z Z
P
1d
t1 da

1 ¼
Z
C
f 1C ds;
f 1C ¼
Z þhþ
3
0
aþ1 a

3t
þ
1 dn3 
Z þhþ
4
0
a1 a

4t

1 dn4;
c1C ¼
Z þhþ
3
0
aþ1 a

3f
þ
1C  tþ1 dn3 
Z þhþ
4
0
a1 a

4f

1C  t1 dn4:
ð34ÞSimilarly, the area element of P2d is da

2 ¼ a2 da2, where da2 can now be changed into da4 ¼ a4 dn4 ds.
Therefore, the relation (8)3 for f2C and the one for c2C should now be reﬁned intoZ Z
Pþ
2d
tþ2 da
þ
2 
Z Z
P
2d
t2 da

2 ¼
Z
C
f 2C ds;
f 2C ¼
Z 0
h
3
aþ2 a

3t
þ
2 dn3 
Z 0
h
4
a2 a

4t

2 dn4;
c2C ¼
Z 0
h3
aþ2 a

3f
þ
2C  tþ2 dn3 
Z 0
h4
a2 a

4f

2C  t2 dn4:
ð35ÞThe total force F3(P3) and total torque To3(P3) vectors for the self-intersecting shell as well as deﬁnitions of
all the ﬁelds are exactly the same as for the branching shell given in (9) and (19), where oP1d and oP2d in (11)
and (20) now mean the upper part of the enlarged tube boundaries belonging to oP3.
Finally, applying analogous transformations as in the case of F3(P3), for the total force vector F4(P4) we
obtainF4ðP4Þ ¼
Z Z
P4
f 4 da4 þ
Z
oP4noMf
n4m dsþ
Z
oP4\oMf
n4 ds
Z
C
f 4C ds ðn4e  n4iÞ; ð36Þ
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Z þhþ
4
h4
f4l4 dn4 þ aþ4 tþ4  a4 t4 ;
n4m ¼
Z þhþ
4
h
4
a4t4n dn4; n

4 ¼
Z þhþ
4
h
4
a4t

4 dn4:
ð37ÞAgain, the correcting force f4C in (36) should take into account the ﬁctitious tractions t

4 applied on P

4d
and included in deﬁnition (37)1 of f4. The area elements of P

4d are da

4 ¼ a4 da4, where da4 ¼ da1 ¼
a1dn1 ds for P
þ
4d and da4 ¼ da2 ¼ a2 dn2 ds for P4d . In order to account in f4C the volume force ﬁeld f4 applied
within the lower part of the tubes P1d and P2d, let us note that the elementary volume force is here
f4dv4 = f4l4dn4da4, where da4 ¼ da1 ¼ a1 dn1 ds when integrating over oP1d and da4 ¼ da2 ¼ a2 dn2 ds when
integrating over oP2d. As a result, we havef 4C ¼
Z 0
h
1
aþ4 a

1t
þ
4 dn1 
Z 0
h
2
a4 a

2t

4 dn2 þ
Z 0
h
1
Z þhþ
4
0
f4l4 dn4
 !
a1 dn1
þ
Z 0
h
2
Z 0
h
4
f4l4 dn4
 !
a2 dn2: ð38ÞApplying similar arguments as those leading to (12), the concentrated forces n4i or n

4i acting at xi readn4i ¼
Z Z
ðoP 1d[oP 2d ÞnoBf
t4n da4; n

4i ¼
Z Z
ðoP 1d[oP 2d Þ\oBf
t4 da

4; ð39Þwhere now oP1d [ oP2d mean the lower parts of boundaries belonging to oP4 at xi. The concentrated forces n4e
or n4e at xe are deﬁned similarly to (39).
Summing up the results of F1, F2, F3, F4 for the self-intersecting shell we obtain the same formal expression
(13) as for the branching shell. However, now in (13) the ﬁelds f, nm, n*, and fC follow from all four parts of P,
while the concentrated forces ni, ne follow from combining the force vectors F3 and F4 alone.
It is now apparent that using similar approach as for To3(P3) for the total torque vector To4(P4) we
obtainTo4ðP4Þ ¼
Z Z
P4
ðc4 þ y4  f 4Þda4 þ
Z
oP4noMf
ðm4m þ y4  n4mÞdsþ
Z
oP4\oMf
ðm4 þ y4  n4Þds

Z
C
ðc4C þ yC  f 4CÞds fðm4e þ yCe  n4eÞ  ðm4i þ yCi  n4iÞg; ð40Þwhere all 2D and 1D ﬁelds are deﬁned analogously as in (17). Only for the correcting couples we have ana-
logues of (38) and (39) in the formc4C ¼
Z 0
h
1
aþ4 a

1f
þ
4C  tþ4 dn1 
Z 0
h
2
a4 a

2f

4C  t4 dn2
þ
Z 0
h1
Z þhþ
4
0
fC  f4l4 dn4
 !
a1 dn1 þ
Z 0
h2
Z 0
h4
fC  f4l4 dn4
 !
a2 dn2;
m4i ¼
Z Z
ðoP1d[oP2d ÞnoBf
fC  t4n da4: ð41ÞThe concentrated couples m4i, m4e, and m

4e are deﬁned accordingly.
Summing up the result of To1, To2, To3, To4 for the self-intersecting shell we obtain the same formal expres-
sion (21) as for the branching shell. However, now in (21) the ﬁelds c, mm, m*, and cC follow from all four parts
of P, while mi, me are the result of combining the couples from To3 and To4.
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2D static equivalents for the self-intersecting shell of the global vectors F(P) and To(P) appearing in the 3D
equilibrium conditions (3).
Further transformations of (13) and (21) in the case of the self-intersecting shell are exactly the same as
those given in Section 4 for the branching shell, only now in deﬁnitions of jumps (26) we have to sum up over
k = 1,2,3,4. As a result, the global equilibrium conditions for the self-intersecting shell become formally iden-
tical to (28) and (29). Therefore, also the local dynamic conditions are the same as (30)–(33), only the ﬁelds
present in the dynamic continuity conditions (32) and the dynamic boundary conditions (33) have to be cal-
culated according to formulae derived in this section for the self-intersecting shell.
7. Discussion
We have discussed standard geometries of the junction region of the branching shell (Figs. 2(a), Fig. 3) and
the self-intersecting shell (Figs. 4(a), Fig. 5). In more complex geometries of the junctions the reduction pro-
cedure should be understood as slightly modiﬁed.
As an example, let us assume the cross-section of the junction region of a quite general branching shell as is
shown in Fig. 6(a). In this general case we can always introduce a base surface, for example starting P3 from
the fold line of the lower shell face (see Fig. 6(b)) and then joining P1 and P2 along some C.
A detailed analysis of Fig. 6(b) and Fig. 3 indicates that in both cases we have similar extended surface
strips Pþ1d , P
þ
2d , P

3d , P
þ
3d with ﬁctitious tractions and tubes oP1d, oP2d of double integration. However, in
Fig. 6(b) the skew thickness co-ordinate n3 measures distance from P3 along two straight lines which are dif-
ferent above and below P3. The boundary surface oP3 within the junction region consists now of two diﬀerent
rectilinear surfaces joined along the common surface curve C. Therefore, the formulae (10) should now be
understood as being calculated segment-wise along the thickness co-ordinate n3, which is now diﬀerent above
and below P3.
In Section 3 three regular parts of the branching shell structure have ﬁrst been extended into the junction
region up to C and then the surplus of additional resultant forces and couples has been subtracted along C.
One might apply another statically equivalent approach as well: cut oﬀ ﬁrst the junction region itself, then
reduce forces applied in regular shell parts Pk to their static equivalents on Pk, and ﬁnally add along C static
equivalents of forces acting in the junction region. However, deﬁnition of such a junction region itself is not
unique and diﬀerent possible deﬁnitions would lead to diﬀerent values of equivalent forces and couples along
C. In such an approach the resultant forces and couples of the regular shell parts would be deﬁned only up to
some distance from C depending on the size of the deﬁned junction region. As a result, we feel that such an
approach, as not uniquely deﬁned, would be less convenient in 2D modelling and analysis of branching and/or
self-intersecting shells. Our reduction procedure described in Section 3 does not require of deﬁning the junc-
tion region and, therefore, is independent of its deﬁnition.Fig. 6. Cross-section of the general branching shell: (a) the 3D shell, and (b) extended strips with ﬁctitious tractions and tubes of double
integration.
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We have derived the exact, resultant, global and local equilibrium conditions for the non-linear theory of
branching and self-intersecting shells. The conditions have been written on the reference base surface consist-
ing of three (in case of branching) and four (in case of self-intersection) regular surfaces joined together along
the common singular curve modelling the junction. The exact 2D equilibrium conditions have been formulated
by performing direct through-the-thickness integration in the 3D global equilibrium conditions of continuum
mechanics.
At regular surface and boundary points our local, resultant equilibrium equations and dynamic boundary
conditions are equivalent to the ones published earlier. However, our resultant dynamic continuity conditions
(32) along the singular curve C and dynamic boundary conditions (33) at singular boundary points xi, xe are
new.
In the derivation process we have used no simplifying assumptions of any kind, apart of usual regularity
requirements for the ﬁelds allowing all mathematical operations to be performed. Therefore, our results are
valid for an arbitrary shell thickness which can be uniquely deﬁned along the transverse co-ordinate n. They
are applicable for an arbitrary internal through-the-thickness shell structure including layers, reinforcements,
a mixture of several constituents, voids, cracks and other structural defects, provided that the internal 3D
stress ﬁeld is still integrable across the shell thickness. The results are also valid for an arbitrary material
behaviour as well as for unrestricted values of translations, rotations, strains, and/or bendings of the shell
material elements.
Applying a similar approach with appropriate modiﬁcations the exact, resultant dynamic continuity con-
ditions for other types of shell irregularity can also be formulated. The structure of the conditions should
be similar to the one of (32), only for each type of shell irregularity the ﬁelds n, m, fC, cC would be deﬁned
by somewhat diﬀerent expressions.
The additional 2D resultant equilibrium conditions derived here allow one to formulate the complete bound-
ary value problem for the branching and self-intersecting shells. One only needs to appropriately reﬁne the pro-
cedure leading to the six-ﬁeld non-linear theory of irregular shells presented in Chro´s´cielewski et al. (2004).
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Appendix A. Relations for diﬀerential elements
In the paper we frequently need to express diﬀerential volume elements as well as diﬀerential surface ele-
ments of the upper M+ and lower M shell faces and of the shell lateral boundary surface oB* through cor-
responding diﬀerential elements of M and oM.
Let any x 2 B be parameterized by the co-ordinates (na,n) 	 (ni), a = 1,2, i = 1,2,3, where n is the rectilin-
ear co-ordinate measuring distance along the line deﬁned by the unit vector t not necessarily normal toM, and
na are Gaussian co-ordinates ofM (Fig. A.1). The covariant aa and the contravariant a
b base vectors as well as
the corresponding components aab and a
ab of the surface metric tensor of M are given by (see Fig. A.1)aa ¼ P oxona 	 Px;a; aab ¼ aa 
 ab; a ¼ detðaabÞ;
ab 
 aa ¼ dba ; aab ¼ aa 
 ab; n ¼
1
2
abx;a  x;b;
ab ¼ ﬃﬃﬃap eab; ab ¼ aakablkl ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃap ab;
ðA:1Þwhere P is the projection operator ofM (see Gurtin and Murdoch, 1975), n is the unit normal vector orienting
M, dba is the 2D Kronecker symbol such that d
1
1 ¼ d22 ¼ 1, d21 ¼ d12 ¼ 0, while eab 	 eab are the surface permu-
tation symbols such that e11 = e22 = 0, e12 = e21 = 1.
Fig. A.1. Shell geometry.
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gi ¼ x;i; gij ¼ gi 
 gj; g ¼ detðgijÞ;
gj 
 gi ¼ dji ; gij ¼ gi 
 gj; gi ¼
1
2
ijkgj  gk;
ijk ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃ
g
p eijk; ijk ¼ ðgi  gjÞ 
 gk ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
g
p
eijk;
ðA:2Þwhere gi and g
j are the spatial covariant and contravariant base vectors, while gij and g
ij are covariant and
contravariant components of the metric tensor of E, respectively. In (A.2), eijk 	 eijk are the 3D permutation
symbols such that e123 = e312 = e231 = e132 = e213 = e321 = 1 , otherwise eijk = 0, while for the 3D Kro-
necker symbols d11 ¼ d22 ¼ d33 ¼ 1 and dji ¼ 0 for i5 j.
The diﬀerential volume element dv of B and the diﬀerential surface element da of M are deﬁned bydv ¼ ﬃﬃﬃgp dn1 dn2 dn ¼ ldnda;
da ¼ ﬃﬃﬃap dn1 dn2; l ¼ ﬃﬃﬃg
a
r
:
ðA:3ÞThe spatial base vectors gi and g
j are expressed through the vectors x,a and t deﬁned on M by the relations
(Fig. A.1)ga ¼ x;a þ nt;a; g3 ¼ t;
gb ¼ 1
2
ijbgi  gj ¼ l1abt  ga;
g3 ¼ 1
2
3jkgj  gk ¼
1
2
l1abga  gb;
l ¼ 1
2
abðga  gbÞ 
 g3 ¼ n 
 t þ nabðx;a  t;bÞ 
 t þ
1
2
n2abðt;a  t;bÞ 
 t:
ðA:4ÞIt follows from (1) that the position vector of the upper shell face M+ and the base vectors on M+ are
(Fig. A.1)
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x;þa ¼ gþa þ h;þa t; gþa ¼ gajn¼hþ ¼ x;a þ hþt;a;
ðA:5Þwhere gþa are the spatial base vectors at x
+ of the surface parallel toM at the distance n = h+ measured along t.
The diﬀerential surface element da+ of M+ can be deﬁned through the vector identitydaþ ¼ nþ daþ ¼ x;þ1  x;þ2 dn1 dn2: ðA:6Þ
Introducing (A.5)2 into (A.6) we perform the following transformations:daþ ¼ ðgþ1 þ h;þ1 tÞ  ðgþ2 þ h;þ2 tÞdn1 dn2 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
gþ
p
g3þ dn1 dn2 þ ðh;þ1 t  gþ2  h;þ2 t  gþ1 Þdn1 dn2
¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
gþ
a
r
g3þ daþ h;þa abt  gþb da ¼ ðg3þ  h;þa gaþÞlþ da: ðA:7ÞIt is easy to see from (A.6) and (A.7) thatjdaþj ¼ jnþ daþj ¼ þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
nþ 
 nþ
p
daþ ¼ daþ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðg3þ  h;þa gaþÞ 
 ðg3þ  h;þb gbþÞ
q
lþ da
¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
g33  2h;þa ga3þ þ h;þa h;þb gabþ
q
lþ da: ðA:8ÞThe position vector of the lower shell face M and its base vectors are (Fig. A.1)xðnaÞ ¼ xðnaÞ  hðnaÞt; aa ¼ Px;a ;
x;a ¼ ga  h;a t; ga ¼ gajn¼h ¼ x;a  ht;a;
ðA:9Þwhere ga are the spatial base vectors at x
 for n = h.
The diﬀerential surface element da of M can again be deﬁned through the vector identityda ¼ n da ¼ x;1  x;2 dn1 dn2; ðA:10Þ
where the minus sign in front of n follows conventionally from the requirement that da should point out in
the outward direction to the lower shell face M.
Introducing (A.9)2 into (A.10) and performing transformations analogous to (A.7) and (A.8) we obtainjdaj ¼ da ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
g33 þ 2h;a ga3 þ h;a h;b gab
q
l da: ðA:11ÞIt follows from (A.8) and (A.11) thatda ¼ a da;
a ¼ l
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
g33  2h;a ga3 þ h;a h;b gab
q
:
ðA:12ÞThe shell lateral boundary surface oB* is rectilinear one formed by straight lines along the vector t at each
point x 2 oM (Fig. A.2). The diﬀerential surface element da* of oB* can again be deﬁned through the vector
identityFig. A.2. Geometry of the lateral boundary surface.
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so thatda ¼ a dnds; a ¼ l
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
gabmamb
q
: ðA:14ÞIn most shell problems we can take the transverse co-ordinate n to be orthogonal toM and, therefore, t 	 n.
Then, according to Pietraszkiewicz (1979),ga ¼ lkax;a; gb ¼ ðl1Þbkaklx;l; g3 ¼ g3 ¼ n;
lka ¼ dka  nbka; l ¼ detðlkaÞ ¼ 1 2nH þ n2K;
lkaðl1Þbk ¼ dba ; lkaðl1Þal ¼ dkl; ðl1Þbk ¼
1
l
fdbk þ nðbbk  2HdbkÞg;
gab ¼ lkallbakl; gab ¼ ðl1Þakðl1Þblakl;
ga3 ¼ ga3 ¼ 0; g33 ¼ g33 ¼ 1;
ðA:15Þwhere lka and ðl1Þbk are called shifters, and
bab ¼ n;a 
 x;b; bka ¼ akbbab; b ¼ detðbabÞ;
H ¼ 1
2
baa; K ¼
b
a
:
ðA:16ÞIn (A.16), bab and b
k
a are covariant and mixed components of the curvature tensor, H is the mean curvature,
and K is the Gaussian curvature of the reference base surface M.
In the normal co-ordinate system (na,n) the geometric expansion factors a±, a* appearing in (A.12) and
(A.14) can be simpliﬁed intoa ¼ l
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ h;a h;b gab
q
; a ¼ l
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
gabmamb
q
; ðA:17Þwhere now l and gab are given by (A.15).
If additionally the shell is of constant thickness and M is so chosen that h+ and h do not depend on na,
then h;a 	 0, and a± = l±.
Appendix B. Supplementary data
Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in the online version, at doi:10.1016/
j.ijsolstr.2006.04.030.
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